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Abstract. User authentication is a difficulty for every system providing safe access to precious, private
information, or personalized services. It is a continual problem, particularly with mobile and handheld
devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). User authentication is the primary line of defence
for a handheld device that comes into the hands of an unauthorized individual. Password or Personal
Identification Number (PIN) based authentication is the leading mechanism for verifying the identity of
actual device users but this method has been shown to have considerable drawbacks. For example, users
tend to pick PIN or passwords that can be easily guessed. On the other hand, if a password is hard to
guess, then it is often hard to remember. To address this problem in handheld devices, some researchers
have developed comparatively more secure, affordable and memorable authentication schemes based on
graphical assistance, images and audio. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive survey and analysis
of such existing user authentication schemes for mobile and handheld devices. The complete analysis
of these schemes in term of usability and security are also discussed in this paper. This paper will be
useful for information security researchers and practitioners who are interested in finding an alternative
to password based authentication schemes.
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1 Introduction

All security access methods are based on three funda-
mental pieces of information: who you are, what you
have, and what you know [3], which also corresponds
to biometric authentication, token-based authentication
and knowledge-based authentication respectively. For
proving who they are, users can provide their name,
email address, or a user ID. Since this information pro-
vides no assurance of identity, some users are begin-
ning to use biometrics as methods of user identification.
For proving what they have, users can produce service
cards (i.e., ATM cards), physical keys, digital certifi-
cates, smart cards, or one-time login cards such as the
Secure ID card [8]. For proving what they know, users

can provide a password or pass phrase, or a personal
identification number (PIN). This information is essen-
tially a secret that is shared between the user and the
system. Password authentication is the foremost mech-
anism for verifying the identity of computer users, even
though it is well known that people frequently choose
passwords that are vulnerable to dictionary attacks. The
motivation for addressing the security and shortcom-
ings of traditional password-based authentication is that
users tend to choose passwords that are easy to remem-
ber, which in the case of textual passwords usually im-
plies that they are easy to obtain by searching through
a carefully formed dictionary" of candidate passwords.
For example, in one case study of over 14,000 UNIX
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passwords, almost 25 percent of the passwords were
found by searching for words in a dictionary [5]. The
security and usability problem associated with alphanu-
meric passwords is referred as The password problem[27].
The problem arises because passwords are expected to
comply with two fundamentally conflicting requirements:

• Passwords should be easy to remember, and the
user authentication protocol should be executable
quickly and easily by humans.

• Passwords should be secure, i.e., they should look
random and should be hard to guess; they should
be changed frequently, and should be different on
different accounts of the same user; they should
not be written down or stored in plain text.

Fulfilling these requirements is virtually impossible for
users. As a result, users ignore the requirements, lead-
ing to poor password practices. This problem has led
to innovations to improve passwords. Different scheme
those are more secure than traditional approaches are
being developed for improving the security of user au-
thentication process. Biometric authentication, such as
fingerprints, voice recognition, iris scans, and facial recog-
nition are not yet widely adopted. The major drawback
of this approach is that such systems can be expensive,
and the identification process can be slow and often un-
reliable. However, this type of technique provides the
highest level of security. High cost of hardware, pro-
cessing and memory requirements are the major argu-
ments to circumvent these technologies in mobile and
handheld devices at present. We have studied and an-
alyzed the cost effective user authentication schemes
those are mainly based on what you know like alphanu-
meric password with graphical assistance, visual key,
draw-a-secret, passfaces, passclick and audio authenti-
cation, these schemes are especially relevant to mobile
and handheld devices that interact via a touch screen,
keyboard, voice recorder and stylus.

2 Background

The recent development in mobile computing has en-
couraged the acquisition of handheld devices such as
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). The use of mobile
and handheld devices within the place of work is grow-
ing rapidly. Most handheld devices can be configured
to send and receive electronic mail and browse the In-
ternet. These devices are no longer viewed as stylish
gadgets for early technology adopters, but have become
as an alternative tools that offer competitive business

advantages for the mobile workforce [9]. Handheld de-
vices are characterized by small size, limited comput-
ing capability and small battery life, and the way for
exchanging data with a more capable laptop or desk-
top computer. They also support interfaces oriented in
the direction of mobility, for example, a touch screen
and a microphone in place of a keyboard. One or more
wireless interfaces, such as infrared (e.g., IrDA) or ra-
dio (e.g., GSM/GPRS, Bluetooth, WiFi), are usually in-
tegral for both local and wide area interactions. They
offer efficiency tools in a compressed form and at fairly
low cost, and are rapidly becoming omnipresent in to-
day’s business surroundings. These devices provides
lots of advantages, however, they also generate new risks
to an organizations security, not only from the private
information held and the organizational networks reach-
able by them, but also from their propensity to become
physically separated from the user and reach to intruder.
Enabling user authentication is the first row of defence
in opposition to unauthorized utilization of a mobile and
handheld device.
Password systems are easy to implement on most de-
vices however it is not very effective, users tend to un-
dermine them by using straightforwardly remembered
character strings as their password (e.g., User often choose
his/her name), which an intruder may easily guess or
systematically match against dictionaries of such com-
monly used strings [22],[5]. To battle weak passwords,
organizations apply procedures that force users to in-
clude special, uppercase, and numerical characters in
their password string, to change passwords regularly
(e.g., every 60 days) with completely different strings,
and to avoid common or easily guessed strings [7]. Un-
fortunately, the procedures put in place to guarantee
strong passwords generally result in complex and mean-
ingless passwords that users often need to record to re-
call promptly.

3 User Authentication Schemes

Security of user authentication associated issues come
into view over the use of mobile and handheld devices;
handheld devices progressively build up sensitive infor-
mation and over time gain access to wireless services
and organizational intranets. Because of their small size,
handheld devices may be misplaced, lost, or stolen, and
thus out in the open to an unauthorized individual. If
user authentication is not enabled, a general default,
the devices contents and network services fall under
the control of whoever holds it. Even if user authen-
tication is enabled, the authentication mechanism may
be weak (e.g., a four number PIN) or easily guessed



[11]. Typing passwords are difficult especially those
that are long and complex, and the users are limited to
one handed typing. Shoulder surfing attack is also a big-
ger problem with these devices because someone can
gain access with ease. User Authentication schemes for
mobile and handheld devices can be divided into two
broad classes: software-based and hardware-assisted.
Software-based authentication schemes work in com-
bination with the integral hardware on the device and
need no extra hardware components. They completely
rely on additional software to be installed on the de-
vice. In comparison, hardware-assisted authentication
schemes use at least one extra hardware module con-
nected to the device, along with software that captures
and processes input from that peripheral and controls
the authentication process. Since the additional hard-
ware required, hardware-assisted authentication solu-
tions normally cost considerably more than software-
based solutions. The remainder of the paper discusses
the details of various authentication schemes that have
been designed or could be modified for mobile and hand-
held devices, grouped into the three main classes graph-
ical based, image based and audio based authentication.

4 Graphical-based Authentication

Many of the deficiencies of password authentication sys-
tems arise from the limitations of human memory. If
humans were not required to remember the password,
a maximally secure password would be one with maxi-
mum entropy: it would consist of a string as long as the
system allows, consisting of characters selected from all
those allowed by the system. Some passwords are very
easy to remember, but also very easy to guess with dic-
tionary searches. In contrast, some passwords are very
secure against guessing but difficult to remember. We
have selected three schemes in this category Password
with Graphical Assistance, Draw-A-Secret and 3D Graph-
ical Password.

4.1 Password with Graphical Assistance

Password with Graphical Assistance scheme demonstrate
the power of graphical input abilities while yielding a
scheme that is convincingly stronger than textual pass-
words [14]. Suppose that the user is presented with a
simple graphical input display consisting of, say, eight
positions into which to enter a textual password, as il-
lustrated in Figure 1(a). In this figure, step 0 is the ini-
tial row of blanks, and steps 1-6 indicate the temporal
order in which the user fills in the blanks. The password

Figure 1: Alphanumeric with Graphical Assistance

can be placed in the normal", left-to-right positions as
shown in Figure 1(a). Due to the graphical nature of the
input interface, however, the user could enter the pass-
word in other positions, as well. For example, Figure
1(b) shows a modification in which the user enters the
password in a left-to-right manner, but starting from a
different initial position than the leftmost. Figure 1(c)
shows entering the password in an outside-in" strategy.
And, of course, these variations can be combined in the
obvious way, as shown in Figure 1(d). In this scheme,
each k-character conventional password yields, m!/(m-
k)! graphical passwords, where k is the password length
and m is the given password positions and indeed this
is the factor by which the size of the graphical pass-
word space exceeds the k-character conventional pass-
word space.

4.2 Draw-A-Secret

In this draw a secret (DAS) the password is a simple
picture drawn on a grid [10]. This approach is alphabet
independent, thus making it easily accessible for users
know any language like Hindi, Chinese, etc. Users are
freed from having to remember any kind of alphanu-
meric string. Consider an interface consisting of a rect-
angular grid of size G X G. Each cell in this grid is de-
noted by discrete rectangular coordinates (x; y), which
is subset of [1; :: :;G] X [1; : : :;G]. Suppose that the
user is given a stylus with which s/he can draw a design
on this grid.

The drawing is mapped to a sequence of coordinate
pairs by listing the cells in the order, which the sty-
lus passes through them; with a distinguished coordi-
nate pair inserted in the sequence whenever the stylus is



Figure 2: DAS password on a 4 X 4 grid

lifted from the drawing surface. For example, consider
the drawing in Figure 2. Here, the coordinate sequence
generated by this drawing is (2; 2); (3; 2); (3; 3); (2;
3); (2; 2); (2; 1); (5; 5). Where (5; 5) is the distin-
guished pen up indicator. If there were a second stroke
in this example, then its sequence would be appended
to the end of the sequence above, and similarly for sub-
sequent strokes. In this way, we divide the space of
possible drawings into equivalence classes, two draw-
ings being equivalent if they have the same encoding,
or in other words if they cross the same sequence of
grid cells, with the breaks between strokes occurring in
the same places.

4.3 3D-Graphical Password

It is a recall-based graphical scheme similar to the DAS
scheme [24]. As a special feature in this, the user is
also permitted to rotate the drawing canvas (grid). The
rotation is performed on the z-axis, which gives an no-
ticeable clockwise or counter-clockwise motion using
either mouse or stylus. The grid is displayed in the win-
dow and the user may draw directly on it. The slider
may be dragged up or down to adjust the existing rota-
tion angle of the grid. In contrast, the DAS scheme, a
stroke can be modeled as an event separated two pen-
up events. In this scheme, rotation is an optional event,
which occurs between the pen-up event and the stroke
event. Any consecutive rotations in the same direction
are aggregated as single rotation. Suppose the user ro-

tates the canvas at an angle of, say in the clockwise di-
rection and then for an angle of 90 in the same direction.
This is equivalent to (has the same encoding as) a sin-
gle rotation of 135 in the clockwise direction. However,
if the user switches direction, the consecutive rotations
are modeled as two distinct events. Hence, rotating the
canvas, say in the clockwise direction for 45 and then
rotating equivalent to not rotating at all. Such equi-
angular bi-directional rotations will be encoded differ-
ently and will generate a different password than draw-
ing strokes without rotating at all. This scheme increase
the password space to very large extent and hence promise
to provides extended security.

5 Image based Authentication

Studies in the past have shown that images are more
readily recalled than words, according to Paivio, Rogers
and Smythe [16]. Alphanumeric passwords are harder
to remember, especially if they are changed every few
months. Instead of letters and numbers for passwords,
images can be selected as password in Image-based au-
thentication schemes, these schemes suits to handheld
devices those have special security needs. These in-
clude easy entry passwords, resilience to strangers ob-
serving password entry, and the prevention of writing
down passwords. Image-based authentication is an emerg-
ing technology that may offer a feasible solution to the
password problem. Mainly we have studied Passface,
Déjà vu, Passclicks, Passlogix, Passpoints, VisualKey
and PointSec, these schemes are further explained in
the following section.

5.1 Passface

Passface is a technique developed by Real User Corpo-
ration [20]. The basic idea is as follows. The user will
be asked to choose four images of human faces from a
face database as their future password. In the authenti-
cation stage, the user sees a grid of nine faces, consist-
ing of one face previously chosen by the user and eight
decoy faces. The user recognizes and clicks anywhere
on the known face. This procedure is repeated for sev-
eral rounds. The user is authenticated if he/she correctly
identifies the four faces. The technique is based on the
assumption that people can recall human faces easier
than other pictures. However the effectiveness of this
method is still uncertain. Davis, et al. [6] studied the
graphical passwords created using the Passface tech-
nique and found obvious patterns among these pass-
words. For example, most users tend to choose faces
of people from the same race. This makes the Passface



password somewhat predictable. This problem may be
alleviated by arbitrarily assigning faces to users, but do-
ing so would make it hard for people to remember the
password. Another similar schemes Déjà vu [19], also
works through recognizing several images in repeated
rounds of selection (five rounds in this case), but uses
abstract images and photographs rather than faces. The
results of a small study of Déjà vu suggest that choosing
the images that will make up the password takes longer
than choosing PINs and alphanumeric passwords, but
the images are easier to remember over time. To obtain
security similar to that of an eight-character alphanu-
meric password (over an alphabet of 64 characters), 15
or 16 rounds with nine images each would be required.
This would make the login slow and tedious, and most
likely, the login would also be perceived by the user as
slow and tedious.

5.2 Passclick

Blonder [2] designed a graphical password scheme in
which a password is created by having the user click on
several locations on an image. During authentication,
the user must click on the approximate areas of those
locations. The image can assist users to recall their
passwords and therefore this method is considered more
convenient than unassisted recall (as with a text-based
password). The PassPoint system by Wiedenbeck, et
al. [26],[28]extended Blonders idea by eliminating the
predefined boundaries and allowing arbitrary images to
be used. As a result, a user can click on any place on an
image (as opposed to some pre-defined areas) to create
a password. A tolerance around each chosen pixel is
calculated. In order to be authenticating, the user must
click within the tolerance of their chosen pixels and also
in the correct sequence. This technique is based on the
discretization method proposed by Birget, et al. [1].

5.3 Passlogix

Passlogix [17]has developed a graphical based authen-
tication scheme, in their implementation; users must
click on various items in the image in the correct se-
quence in order to be authenticated. Invisible bound-
aries are defined for each item in order to detect whether
an item is clicked by mouse. Visual Key [25] is a sim-
ilar scheme that uses cells of a single graphical image
as the password elements. A user selects a specific se-
quence of image areas (e.g., objects in the image) from
the display to authenticate. A selection grid, kept hid-
den from the user, logically divides a single image into
individual cells. The strength of the password depends
on the effective size of the password alphabet, which di-

rectly corresponds to the number of cells that make up
the image. This yields a smaller size alphabet than that
available with alphanumeric passwords. Another limi-
tation is that, because the cell boundaries are invisible,
no visual cues exist to help determine areas of the image
to select, if a selected object in the image encompasses
more than one cell.

5.4 PointSec

PointSec for Pocket PC [18]is a commercial product
that includes several authentication-related components
that can be managed centrally. PicturePIN is a graph-
ical counterpart to a numeric PIN system, which uses
pictograms rather than numbers for entering a code via
a keypad, because any picture can be used and because
a picture may contain hundreds to thousands of memo-
rable points, the possible password space is quite large.
Wiedenbeck, et al. conducted a user study [1], in which
one group of participants were asked to use alphanu-
merical password, while the other group was asked to
use the graphical password. The result showed that
graphical password took fewer attempts for the user than
alphanumerical passwords. However, graphical pass-
word users had more difficulties learning the password,
and took more time to input their passwords than the
alphanumerical users.

6 Audio-based Authentication

Audio signal are one of the most useful and effective
features for user authentication in mobile environments.
Human ability to recall and recognize the audio signal
is much higher than remembering words, hence differ-
ent user authentication schemes are being developed us-
ing audio and voice signal. The voice signal conveys
many levels of information to the listener. At the pri-
mary level, speech conveys a message via words, but
at other levels speech conveys information about the
language being spoken and the emotion, gender, and,
generally, the identity of the speaker. While speech
recognition aims at recognizing the words spoken in
speech, the goal of automatic speaker recognition sys-
tems is to extract, characterize, and recognize the infor-
mation in the speech signal conveying speaker identity.
In this section brief overview of audio authentication
schemes like Voice authentication system, Voice Ver-
ification, Audio and Image Authentication and Audio-
Visual Person Authentication using Speech and Ear Im-
ages are given.



6.1 Voice Authentication System

Voice authentication system is a cognitive recall mech-
anism for password verification [4]. A user is enrolled
for password verification by receiving a first voice input
from the user representing the password prompt and a
second voice input representing a correct response to
the password prompt. The first and second voice inputs
may be stored as waveforms, as voice prints, recognized
speech data, or a combination thereof. During verifica-
tion, the identity of the user is verified by outputting
the user-provided password prompt and evaluating a re-
sponse to password prompt against the correct response.
Thus, the user is able to select his/her own password
prompt to facilitate cognitive recall of the password dur-
ing a subsequent verification phase.

6.2 Voice Verification

Voice Verification present a user with a series of ran-
domized phrases to repeat so the system can verify not
only the voice matches but also the required phrases
match [21]. Voice verification, also know as speaker
recognition, determines the identity of the speaker. En-
rollment requires an individual to say a set of specific
words, typically a numeric value, in succession and usu-
ally repeated several times. A template is extracted
from this input using an acoustic model, which defines
the characteristic of the voice [15]. Once enrolled, au-
thenticating to the system is done by prompting the in-
dividual to speak into a microphone and vocalize a ran-
domly drawn set of digits, as they appear in the dis-
play. While many handheld devices incorporate a built-
in sound card and microphone, they typically lack the
processing power (i.e., floating point hardware) to per-
form the needed calculations quickly enough. The main
reason for this is that voice-modeling algorithms rely
heavily on floating point arithmetic, whose execution
must be emulated in software.
Other drawbacks to this type of solution include envi-
ronmental sounds, individual speaker variability in pro-
nunciation (e.g., for the number 12, saying one-two ver-
sus twelve), the significant amount of time needed for
enrollment compared to other biometric mechanisms,
and the larger size templates that are needed. On the
other hand, speech is a behavioral signal that may not
be consistently reproduced by a speaker and can be af-
fected by a speakers health (cold or laryngitis). Also,
the varied microphones and channels that people use
can cause difficulties since most speaker verification sys-
tems rely on low-level spectrum features susceptible to
transducer/channel effects. Furthermore, the mobility
of system likes uncontrolled and harsh acoustic envi-

ronments (cars, crowded airports), which can stress the
accuracy.

6.3 Audio and Image Authentication

Audio-Visual Associative Protocol (AVAP), an authen-
tication scheme relying on the previously proven effi-
cacy of pictorial passwords and on the benefits of non-
speech audio, thus exploiting previously untapped hu-
man associative-memory strengths [13]. In considering
how both audio and visual/image information can be
used to authenticate a user, it was assumed that an in-
dividual would make a visual association when a par-
ticular piece of music is heard. Since such associa-
tions would theoretically be based on each individuals
personal life experience, it was hoped that such asso-
ciations would vary sufficiently to authenticate users
uniquely. To expedite this scheme, a number of these
associations would be recorded for an individual at en-
rollment. Subsequent authentication is achieved by hav-
ing the user recall the same associations. The beauty of
this scheme is that it is harder for the user to record their
password, thus it increases the security of the scheme.
Grouping semantic images together would increase se-
curity by reducing the predictability of an association.
No attention was paid to the order in which users cali-
brated their associations when prompting recall.

6.4 Audio Visual Person Authentication Using Speech
and Ear Images

This scheme proposes a biometric user authentication
method using speech and ear images to attempt to im-
prove the performance in mobile environments [12]. It
is well known that the performance of person authen-
tication using only speech is deteriorated by acoustic
noises and feature changes with time. Since the ear
shape of each person does not change over time, in-
tegrating its image with speech information increases
robustness of person authentication. Experiments are
conducted using audio-visual database collected from
38 male speakers at five sessions over a half year pe-
riod. Speech data are contaminated with white noise at
various Sound-to-Noise-Ration (SNR) conditions. Ex-
perimental results show that the authentication perfor-
mance is improved by combining the ear image with
speech in every SNR condition [12].

7 Security and Usability Analysis

An authentication system includes all of the hardware,
software, and associated infrastructure needed to per-
form the authentication process. For broad user accep-



tance, the prime considerations for any handheld device
authentication method are how convenient it is to use
and how well its design utilizes the capabilities of the
core hardware. For example, the time required to per-
form various functions, such as enrollment and verifi-
cation, should be minimal and the procedure straight-
forward. Any difficulty due to large attachments, slow
performance, or error-prone display is generally not ac-
ceptable. Some of the general obstacles faced include
(1) Computationally demanding authentication schemes
(like Voice Verification) especially those involving float-
ing point operations, can overwhelm the processor ca-
pabilities and turn out slow performance. (2) Power
consumed by any extra hardware for user authentica-
tion must be least to avoid discharging the battery of
the device quickly. (3) Powering off a handheld device
suspends the processes, rather than shutdown. This fea-
ture is convenient to the user but requires the developer
to assert the authentication mechanism when the device
is powered on, as well as during system reboot.We have
conducted a comparative analysis of existing user au-
thentication schemes that have been designed or could
be modified for mobile and handheld devices, grouped
into the three main classes graphical based, image based
and audio based authentication.

8 Conclusions

Handheld devices, being designed for mobile workers,
offer unique opportunities for user authentication. Sev-
eral suitable authentication mechanisms exist as pass-
word replacements for mobile and handheld devices.
As the understanding of security is explored not only
in term of technical aspect but also in term of usability,
interest in using alternative schemes of user authentica-
tion are developed. Text-based authentication schemes
are inherently insecure as they are subject to a trade
off between usability and security, however they remain
popular as their concept corresponds to an existing com-
mon model world view making them an easy to under-
stand concept. In this paper, we have conducted a com-
prehensive survey and analysis of the existing user au-
thentication schemes that have been designed or could
be modified for mobile and handheld devices. These
user authentication schemes are presented in Table 1.
Although the main argument for these schemes is that
people are better at memorizing these schemes than text-
based passwords, the existing user studies are very lim-
ited and there is not yet convincing evidence to support
this argument. Our analysis suggests that it is more dif-
ficult to break the security of these schemes using the
traditional attack methods such as brute force search,

dictionary attack. However, since there is not yet wide
deployment of these schemes, the vulnerabilities of these
schemes are still not fully understood. According to the
security and usability analysis the most promising au-
thentication mechanisms are Passfaces, Draw a Secret,
Passclick, Voice verification and Audio and Image au-
thentication. Overall, these schemes are immature but
as more and more research will be conducted to under-
stand the usability of these schemes we will find higher
levels of security in user authentication with usability.



Table 1: Comparative Analysis of User Authentication Schemes for Mobile and Handheld Devices

User Authentication Authentication Process Memorability / Usability Possible Attacks /
Scheme and Usability Security Issues

Alphanumeric Type the password; Depends on the password and function Brute force search,
Password With however additional selected in graphical assistance. Complex Spy ware,

Graphical Assistance graphical input improves function, Long and random passwords are shoulder surfing, etc
the authentication Process. hard to remember.

Draw a Secret Users draw something Depends on what users draw. User Guess, Shoulder Surfing,
on a 2D grid. studies showed the drawing sequence different password attack

is hard to remember. methods are not successful.

3D Graphical Users draw something on Depends on what users draw. User studies Guess, Shoulder Surfing,
Password a 3D grid and allowed to showed the drawing sequence is hard to because this scheme include

rotate the drawing canvas remember. However the password space graphical input different
on z axis in clockwise or increase around 20 times than draw a secret password attack methods

counter-clockwise motion. scheme. are not successful.

Pass faces and Recognize and pick the Faces are easier to remember, but the choices Dictionary (Face) attack, Face
Déjà vu preregistered pictures; are still predictable. Memorability mainly brute force search, Guess,

takes longer than text based depends on the total number of rounds in the shoulder Surfing.
password. process and the face selection.

Pass clicks Click on several pre If the selected image has limited memorable Guess, brute force search,
like Blonder scheme registered locations of a points in it, pass clicks can be hard to shoulder surfing. Because this

Passlogix, picture in the right remember. Memorability depends on the scheme include graphical input
passpoint,visual Key. sequence. image selection. different password attack

methods are not successful.

PointSec Uses pictograms rather Depends on what users selection , but the Dictionary attack,Brute force
than numbers for code. choices are still predictable. search, Guess, shoulder Surfing.

Audio Authentication Voice signal work as Depends on the Voice password. Long and Dictionary attack, Brute force
(Voice system and password, voice may be random passwords are hard to remember, but search, Guess, spy ware,
Voice Verification) speech or any audio. long song, poem are easy to member. Shoulder surfing, etc.

Process can be fast
or slow depend on user.

Audio and Image Images can be associated The Images and music association. Number Brute force search, Guess, spy
Authentication with a particular piece of of associations chosen by user improve ware, Shoulder surfing, etc.

music as a password security but reduce memorability.

Audio-Visual Person The image of ear shape Not Applicable.Comes under the biometrics Speech is deteriorated by acoustic
Authentication using of a user is integrated user authentication. noises and time. Ear shape feature

Speech and Ear with user speech changes with time.
Images information, which

increases the robustness
of user authentication.
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